Enterprise Messaging

Email has become the primary touchstone for getting work done—and the biggest system through which data flows through and beyond the enterprise. This makes it a system that’s particularly vulnerable to security attacks and downtime. Micro Focus® Enterprise Messaging combines everything traditional email does well and adds security, disaster recovery, archiving, and chat-based teamwork to provide a comprehensive answer to the demands of modern collaboration.

What's New Over the Last 2 Years

- Teams can collaborate and co-edit documents online in real time, including formats like Word, PowerPoint, Excel and open document formats. (Available in version 18.2)
- New and Improved File Sharing in Teamworks allows team members to share files more quickly and easily in conversations.
- Enterprise Messaging customers benefit from every improvement and function that has been added to GroupWise®, GroupWise Disaster Recovery, and Secure Messaging Gateway, so be sure to see the What's New sheet for those product to learn more!

Did You Know?

- Enterprise Messaging offers all the key collaboration functionality enterprise workers need in both an on-premise OR cloud option! Enterprise Messaging in the Cloud can be a great way to keep everything you love about GroupWise while reducing IT overhead.
- Email archiving is quickly becoming a critical business function, especially in regions and industries strongly affected by data retention and privacy regulations. Enterprise Messaging offers a powerful, integrated way to add email archiving to your business for audit, business continuity, or disaster recovery purposes.

CWS Capital Partners

"When we looked at moving away from GroupWise it soon became clear that we would need to add IT staff to support Office 365. The new Enterprise Messaging implementation is easily managed with our current resources and we love the consolidated approach with many more collaboration opportunities to explore."
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